CAS Amendments to draft resolution "Brexit ratification referendum"
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CAS

delete 'on the UK ratification referendum

CAS accepted: Support for a ratification
referendum on the terms of the exit deal

general
commen
t

replace The European Green Party continues to regret
the decision of British voters (by a small
majority) to leave the EU. We believe that this
decision will have profound negative
consequences on the populations of
England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and
Gibraltar, including the potential impacts of
negative consequences an EU/non-EU border
in the latter two cases.

While respecting the decision of the British CAS accepted
voters (by a small majority) to leave the EU
resulting from the referendum, the European
Green Party continues to regret it. We
believe that this decision will have profound
negative consequences on the populations
of England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and
Gibraltar, including the potential impacts and
negative consequences of an EU/non-EU
border in the latter two cases.

30-31 replace The UK population must be able to make an
informed decision between two possible
futures: Brexit as defined by the exit
negotiations, or continued membership of
the EU.

At the end of the negociations and before
the UK withdrawal from the EU become
legally effective, the UK citizens must be
able to democratically express their view on
the proposed deal.

CAS accepted as amended: At the end
of the negotiations and before the UK
withdrawal from the EU become legally
effective, the UK citizens must be able
to democratically make a choice
between the proposed deal or
continued membership of the EU.
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delete 'on the UK ratification referendum
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